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Benjamin Kahn 
City Attorney, City of Salida 
The Conundrum Group, LLP 
PO Box 848   
Salida, Colorado 81201 
Office:  303-377-7890 
Direct: 970-901-9526 
Email: cityattorney@conundrumlaw.com 
Web: www.conundrumlaw.com 
 
 

    November 2, 2016 
 
Michael F. Feeley 
Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck 
410 Seventeenth Street, Suite 2200 
Denver, CO  80202-4432 
 
Pete Cordova 
Cordova Law Firm 
1604 H Street 
Salida, CO  81201 
 
Via email to:  mfeeley@bhfs.com 
           pete@cordovalaw.com 
 
RE: Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct 4.2 – Communications With Person Represented 

by Counsel 
 

Colorado Formal Ethics Opinion 69 – Propriety of Communicating with Employee or 
Former Employee of an Adverse Party Organization  

 
Gentlemen: 
 
The City is in receipt of the most recent BHFS Opinion Letter regarding the NRCDC and TABOR 
dated November 1, 2016, which was addressed directly to the Mayor of Salida, the City of Salida, 
and the Board of Directors of the SNRCDC.   
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The purpose of this letter is to follow up on the City’s notice correspondence dated September 16, 
2016 regarding BHFS’s inappropriate contact with former City constituents, and constitutes the 
City’s response and final notice to HCB and BHFS regarding the involved Rules of Professional 
Conduct (the “Rules”) and Colorado Formal Ethics Opinion (the “Opinion”).   
 
In relevant part, the City warned BHFS and HCB in September to “refrain from any further contact 
with Mr. Hanlon or any other current City constituents regarding the NRCDC or any other City 
matters without the prior written consent of the City Attorney.”  Nevertheless, BHFS wrote the 
Mayor of Salida directly on November 1, 2016 regarding the SNRCDC without the consent of the 
City Attorney.  BHFS affirmatively transmitted the correspondence to the Mayor and all six 
Members of the Salida City Council.  BHFS also wrote the Board of Directors of the SNRCDC 
directly, and the City assumes that BHFS did so without the consent of the SNRCDC’s counsel.  
 
As you know from the City’s prior warning, Ethics Opinion 69 and Rule 4.2 prohibit BHFS from 
contacting the City’s current constituents directly.  Indeed, Rule 4.2 could not be clearer in providing 
that “[i]n representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the 
representation with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, 
unless the lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized to do so by law or a court 
order.”  The City is not aware of any law or court order that authorizes BHFS to contact current 
City constituents directly regarding the SNRCDC without communicating through the City 
Attorney.   
 
It is elementary ethical practice that BHFS should be directing any correspondence to the City that it 
tenders on behalf of HCB to the City Attorney or any outside counsel retained by the City, and that 
BHFS should not be directing and transmitting communications to the City or any current City 
constituents directly.  The record reflects that BHFS breached Ethics Opinion 69 and Rule 4.2 on 
November 1, 2016 by directing and transmitting correspondence to the Mayor and the other elected 
officials of the City of Salida on a represented matter.  
 
The City also is not aware of any law or court order that authorizes BHFS to contact the Board of 
Directors of the SNRCDC directly without running such communications through SNRCDC 
counsel.  The HCB loan documents address notice with particularity, and require notices from the 
lender to the borrower entity to occur in a specific form and manner.  Nothing therein permits the 
lender’s counsel to address communications regarding the SNRCDC or the loan directly to the City 
or the SNRCDC Board of Directors.  Unless SNRCDC counsel has consented to direct contact 
between BHFS in its capacity as HCB counsel and the SNRCDC Board of Directors, BHFS also 
breached Ethics Opinion 69 and Rule 4.2 on November 1, 2016 by directing and transmitting 
correspondence to the Board of Directors of the SNRCDC on a represented matter. 
 
The City and the City Attorney are truly baffled by the approach of HCB and BHFS on a number of 
levels, and have memorialized the involved professional responsibility issues twice now.  The City 
again encourages HCB and BHFS to consider a more professional approach to the practice that is 
consistent with Ethics Opinion 69 and Rule 4.2.   While the City has been forgiving to BHFS on two 
occasions as a professional courtesy, the City will not tolerate further ethical infractions by BHFS 
regarding communications with current or former constituents of the City. 
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      Sincerely,  
 
 
 
      Benjamin A. Kahn 
 
 
 
 
 
 
cc: Megan Rae Kahn, Esq. 
 Michael Scott, Esq. 


